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Obviously, in ye Hongtian’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei was still very young. He was afraid that Chen Xiaobei was 

not even a Holy King yet. 

Therefore, ye Hongtian was certain that Chen Xiaobei must have used a concealment spell to hide his 

cultivation. 

Ye Hongtian was a heroic figure and he looked down on cowards the most. 

Naturally, when ye Hongtian found out that Chen Xiaobei was not his grandson-in-law, he started to 

despise and even suspect Chen Xiaobei. 

Si Jingan was more neutral and did not target Chen Xiaobei.  “Zhilan! This concerns your grandfather’s 

life and death! You have to be very careful with this kind of thing!” 

“Grandpa! Grandma si!” 

Ye Zhilan stepped forward and said seriously,”I understand young master Chen’s character, and I am 

willing to vouch for him! If he doesn’t do well, I can accept the punishment with him! However, if he 

does well, please apologize to him, Grandpa!” 

“What!” Ye Hongtian’s brows furrowed and his eyes were filled with anger.”Zhilan! You actually want 

your grandfather to apologize to an outsider? Your grandfather is Celestial Emperor Hong Tian! What is 

this kid?” 

“What is it?” Chen Xiaobei was a little upset. If it was not for ye Zhilan, he would have left. 

Upon seeing this, si Jingan hurriedly tried to smooth things over and said, ” “Look, look! Zhilan! And you 

still say that this young man isn’t your Ideal Husband? You’re the most obedient to your grandfather! If 

it wasn’t for your Ideal Husband, how could you have made your grandfather angry?” 

Ye Hongtian’s anger dissipated quickly. 

It was obvious that si Jingan had hit the nail on the head. 

If Chen Xiaobei was an outsider, ye Hongtian would definitely be angry. 

However, if Chen Xiaobei was ye Hongtian’s grandson-in-law, it would be a different story. 

After all, who had never been young? 

In order to protect the person she loved, ye Zhilan had angered her grandfather. 

Ye Hongtian could understand why. 

 No… No…  ye Zhilan’s face was completely red. 

Seeing this, si Jingan changed the topic to Chen Xiaobei so that ye Zhilan would not feel awkward. 
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“Xiao Chen, Zhilan should have told you about Hong Tian’s situation. You should know that Hong Tian 

has been in a bad mood recently, so he’s been a little rash with his words. Just take it as giving face to 

the elders, okay?” 

Si Jingan looked at Chen Xiaobei with sincerity. 

Chen Xiaobei looked at si Jingan carefully. 

At first, Chen Xiaobei did not pay much attention to si Jing ‘an. He only thought of her as ye Hongtian’s 

wife. 

This woman was not simple! 

She managed to calm ye Hongtian down with a few words and even explained to Chen Xiaobei. 

The main point was that what she said was reasonable and flawless. Coupled with her kind and sincere 

attitude, Chen Xiaobei could no longer be angry with her. 

If he got angry, Chen Xiaobei would be the one who did not understand the difficulties of his elders. 

This woman was really not simple! 

Of course, if she was just an ordinary woman, how could she make a man like ye Hongtian fall for her in 

his later years? How could she be recognized by the entire ye family as her husband? 

“It doesn’t matter!” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ”  I can understand how Celestial Emperor Hong Tian feels. Let’s 

just forget about what happened just now!  

Si Jingan nodded with a smile and immediately looked at ye Hongtian. 

“Cough cough …” 

Ye Hongtian coughed awkwardly and said in a deep voice, ”  young master Chen, I was too impulsive just 

now. I apologize to you!  

Seeing this, ye Zhilan naturally smiled.  “The misunderstanding has been cleared up. Let’s get straight to 

the point!” 

“Zhilan, can young master Chen really extend your grandfather’s life? What method should he use? 

Have you witnessed it?” Si Jingan asked in concern. 

“I’ve never seen it before, but it’s always an opportunity to try!” “If we succeed, grandfather will be able 

to escape the shadow of death!” Ye Zhilan said. Even if it doesn’t work, Grandpa won’t lose anything!” 

 but …  si Jingan still wanted to ask. 

“Alright! Stop nagging!” “Zhilan is right!” Ye Hongtian interrupted. Just let young master Chen try! In my 

current state, isn’t this a last resort?” 

“Don’t talk nonsense! You’ll definitely get better!” Si Jingan glared at ye Hongtian reproachfully. 

 hahaha …  ye Hongtian laughed heartily. His expression was one of happiness. 



 

When ye Zhilan saw this, she was naturally very envious of the old couple’s love. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had a strange thought. Could si Jingan be acting? 

If it was really an act! This woman was too terrifying! 

She was simply the great-grandma of a green tea bitch! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not have any evidence to back up his suspicions. 

Try her again! 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” I need to enter the isolated space to cast the spell. Otherwise, I’ll 

cause too much of a commotion and attract attention!  

“This is very simple!”  it’s fine, ” si Jingan said.  just enter any storage space!  

“Grandma si, don’t go in!”  it’s not that I don’t trust you, ” Chen Xiaobei said.  I just need a few medicinal 

herbs. You have to help me get them!  

 this …  si Jingan’s expression froze slightly.”Can’t you take it later?” 

“We can’t!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Then let Zhilan go get it!”  I have to keep Hong Tian company, ” si Jing ‘an said.  it’ll be easier for me to 

take care of him if anything happens to him!  

“No! Only you can go! 

“If anything happens, Zhilan, the heir of the ye family, must be present!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 this …  si Jingan frowned and said, ” “Then wait for me for a moment. I’ll take the medicine now and 

come back immediately! You must wait for me! I need to keep an eye on Hong Tian, otherwise I won’t 

be at ease!” 

After saying that, si Jingan left the main hall in a hurry. 

“Whoosh …” 

The moment she left, Chen Xiaobei activated his omniscient chaotic eyes. 

 what … What is this?!  

Ye Zhilan and ye Hongtian were shocked.”It’s … It’s a pair of eyes? Why does he look so familiar?” 

After all, the southern region was a small place. Ye Zhilan and ye Hongtian had probably heard of the 

omniscient divine Emperor before. Thus, they had some memories of the chaotic eyes, which was why 

they felt that it was familiar. 

However, the memory was very vague, so they could not associate it with the omniscient Sacred 

Emperor. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Chen Xiaobei burned his mental power and activated the omniscient Holy Emperor’s eyes. 



 

A few seconds later. 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was filled with surprise, but it quickly turned into a cold smile. 

He was surprised because his suspicion had come true. 

He sneered because he had seen through the enemy. 

“Young master Chen, what are you doing?” “Are they trying to extend grandfather’s life?” ye Zhilan was 

very confused. 

 let’s wait for a while. Otherwise, we’ll still die even if we extend our lives!  Chen Xiaobei sneered. 

“Why?” Ye Zhilan and ye Hongtian’s faces were filled with surprise. 
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 “You might not believe it, but you’ve already been betrayed by the people closest to you!” 

Chen Xiaobei retracted his chaotic Holy eyes. 

“The closest person? Who is it?” 

Ye Zhilan and ye Hongtian were confused, but they were smart people and quickly guessed the answer. 

Young master Chen sent granny si away. Does that mean that she’s going to betray us? ” Ye Zhilan asked 

with a frown. 

“Impossible! That’s impossible!” 

Ye Hongtian’s face darkened immediately. He said angrily, ” “This old man and Jing an have deep 

feelings and are of one mind! She even said that if I die, she’s willing to be buried with me! How could a 

woman like her betray me?” 

“A woman’s mouth is a ghost that lies! You believe everything she says? That would be too naive!” Chen 

Xiaobei sneered. 

“Young master Chen! Even if you are my grandson-in-law! And don’t forget about seniority!” 

Ye Hongtian’s anger grew and he said seriously, ” “This old man definitely won’t agree to slandering Jing 

‘an! In fact, I will make Zhilan reconsider whether she wants to be with you!” 

Ye Zhilan looked at Chen Xiaobei and then at ye Hongtian. It was a little difficult to be stuck in the 

middle. 

On one hand, ye Zhilan trusted Chen Xiaobei. 

However, on the other hand, ye Zhilan had long acknowledged si Jingan and was already family. 

At this moment, Chen Xiaobei and Si Jingan were standing on opposite sides. One of them was going to 

fall. 

Ye Zhilan found it hard to accept this result. 
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“Young master Chen, could you have some misunderstanding? We all know very well what kind of 

person grandma si is! She’s definitely not the kind of person you’re saying!” 

Ye Zhilan pursed her lips and tried to smooth things over.  if there’s any misunderstanding, you can just 

say it. Everything will be fine once we all clear up the misunderstanding!  Otherwise, if my grandfather 

gets angry, this matter will not end well!” 

“I know you mean well, but there’s no misunderstanding!”  actually, it’s very easy to see the truth. All 

you need to do is put on a show with me, and the truth will come to light!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Acting?” Ye Zhilan and ye Hongtian were stunned again. They did not understand what Chen Xiaobei 

meant. 

“A traitor who is as loyal as a man, a false one who is as real as a man! They’re all acting, and only if you 

act as well can you see their true colors!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Why should I believe you?” Ye Hongtian said angrily. 

“Believe me, you can live! If you don’t believe me, you will die!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged his shoulders. 

He looked calm, but he exuded a strong and domineering aura. 

“Impossible!” 

Ye Hongtian was still very certain,”Jing an would never betray me!” This old man will not do anything to 

test Jing an!” 

“Since that’s the case, I’ll take my leave.” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and sneered, ” “The day of the 

southern region martial arts competition will be the anniversary of your death.” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei turned to leave. 

“Young master Chen, please wait!” 

Ye Zhilan rushed over and grabbed Chen Xiaobei with both hands. She asked him seriously, ” “Are you 

sure you’re telling the truth?” 

“Of course.” Chen Xiaobei had already lost his patience, but ye Zhilan had helped him before. For her 

sake, he had to be a little more patient. 

“Alright!” 

Ye Zhilan took a deep breath, turned around and said solemnly, ” “Grandpa! As the young master of the 

ye family, I beg you to listen to young master Chen! It’s for the ye family’s safety!” 

“Zhilan! Do you even know what you’re saying?” 

“As the young master of the ye family, you don’t trust your grandmother and instead trust an outsider!” 

Ye Hongtian said angrily. If word of this gets out, your actions will definitely chill the hearts of your 

entire family! How are you going to convince the public as the young master?” 

It was obvious that ye Hongtian valued ye Zhilan. 



 

Ye Hongtian had even planned to let ye Zhilan take over the position of the family head after he passed 

away. 

Therefore, at this moment, ye Hongtian was still thinking about ye Zhilan. He could not let her 

disappoint the clan for an outsider. 

Otherwise, ye Zhilan might not be able to hold her position as the family head in the future. 

“Grandpa! I’ve already decided! I believe in young master Chen! If young master Chen is wrong, I’m 

willing to give up my position as young master and accept any punishment from grandfather and 

grandmother si!” 

Ye Zhilan’s beautiful eyes revealed a sharp glint. Her heroic spirit was released, and she had the spirit of 

a woman who was not inferior to men. 

 silly girl …  ye Hongtian’s brows furrowed as he helplessly shook his head and sighed. 

The expression on Chen Xiaobei’s face also changed slightly. 

Chen Xiaobei did not expect ye Zhilan to trust him so much that she was willing to bet on her future. 

“Grandpa! I’m not stupid!” 

“If young master Chen is wrong, I’ll be the only one to be punished. It won’t do any harm to grandfather 

or the family!” Ye Zhilan said seriously. However, if young master Chen is right, grandfather and the 

family will be in danger! It’s worth it to exchange my life for the safety of my grandfather and the 

family!” 

Chen Xiaobei and ye Hongtian’s faces changed again. 

Ye Zhilan had sacrificed herself to protect her grandfather and her family. Chen Xiaobei and ye Hongtian 

were impressed by her courage and magnanimity. 

Moreover, there was another benefit that ye Zhilan did not mention. 

If Chen Xiaobei was right, not only would he be able to protect ye Hongtian and the ye family, but he 

would also be able to gain some reputation for ye Zhilan! 

After all, it was ye Zhilan who had used her future as a guarantee and made great contributions to the 

family. 

In the future, if ye Zhilan became the family head, the family members would naturally remember her 

contributions and recognize her even more. 

“Zhilan’s words make sense!” 

At this moment, ye Hongtian’s face revealed a hint of shame.”For the sake of my love, I almost 

disregarded the safety of my family. I was too selfish …” 

Ye Zhilan quickly consoled him.  grandfather, you don’t have to blame yourself. It’s only human nature 

to protect the people closest to you.  



 

Ye Hongtian looked at Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “Young master Chen, how do you plan on putting on an 

act? Just say it, we’ll definitely cooperate!” 

“It’s simple! All you need to do is to play dead!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. His eyes were deep and wise, as if 

he had seen through everything. 

“Playing dead?” Ye Hongtian and ye Zhilan were stunned. 

…… 

On the other side. 

Si Jing ‘an, ye Yanyun, and ye Lingyun walked towards the main hall together. 

“You two must remember this! Stop that Chen fellow from extending the old man’s life at all costs. 

Otherwise, our plan will be in vain!” Si Jingan said solemnly, ” 

“Understood!” Ye yanmo squinted his eyes, his whole body filled with killing intent.”That brat wants to 

ruin my plans, I’ll definitely make him die a terrible death!” 

“I’ve long wanted to kill that stinky brat! I’ll definitely torture him to the point that he’d rather die than 

Live!” Ye linyun was even more eager. 
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 “Swish!” 

Ye yanmo took the lead and pushed open the door of the hall. 

Ye Lingyun and Si Jingan followed closely behind and entered. 

However, as soon as they entered the door, they were stunned. 

“Grandpa … Don’t die … Don’t …” 

Ye Zhilan’s face was full of tears as she sobbed in pain. 

Ye Hongtian was lying on the ground, motionless and breathless. His mouth and body were covered with 

blood. 

Not far away, Chen Xiaobei was also lying on the ground, his face covered in blood. 

“Ye Zhilan! What’s happening here?” 

Ye yanmo’s eyes widened in anger as he let out a fierce roar, as if he wanted to eat ye Zhilan. 

“Grandpa … Grandpa is dead!” 

“This Chen fellow said that he wanted to extend grandfather’s life. In the end, he took the opportunity 

to launch a sneak attack and shattered grandfather’s primordial spirit … In my anger, I killed this Chen 

fellow on the spot …” Ye Zhilan said while sobbing. 

“They … They’re all dead?” 
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Ye yanmo was stunned. 

Ye Lingyun and Si Jingan were also extremely shocked. 

At this moment, si Jingan had already revealed his first flaw. 

She kept saying that she had a deep relationship with ye Hongtian and was willing to be buried with him. 

However, ye Hongtian was already dead. The first expression on her face was not sadness or pain, but 

shock and surprise. At the same time, she stood in the same place and had no intention of going over to 

check on ye Hongtian. 

This green tea b * tch’s great-grandma’s acting skills were usually impeccable and flawless. 

However, there was a fundamental difference between true feelings and no feelings. 

She did not love ye Hongtian at all. Therefore, her instinctive expression and behavior were enough to 

prove her innocence. 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan was to make the enemy reveal his entire plan. 

 uncle, grandma si, cousin!  

Ye Zhilan turned around and said in a deep voice,  Grandpa passed the position of family head to me 

before he passed away. Now, as the family head, I’m ordering all the members of the family to pay their 

respects and prepare for grandpa’s funeral.  

“Clan head? You?” 

Ye yanmo squinted his eyes and looked at ye Hongtian carefully, ” “The old man really has no signs of 

life! I don’t have to continue acting!” 

Ye yanmo’s expression turned ferocious after he finished speaking. 

Ye Lingyun and Si Jingan’s expressions had also changed completely. 

“Swish!” 

Si Jingan even tore off a human skin mask from his face, revealing an extremely ugly face. 

“What … What is going on?” 

Seeing the scene before her, ye Zhilan’s expression changed abruptly. Her pupils even shrank and her 

scalp went numb. 

Now, the truth was right in front of them. Chen Xiaobei was right. 

Ye Zhilan really couldn’t accept that the grandma si she respected and loved was actually someone else 

in disguise. 

To ye Zhilan, this was like a bolt from the blue. 

Of course, ye Hongtian was also shocked. 

However, according to Chen Xiaobei’s plan, ye Hongtian would have to continue playing dead. 



 

“Hmph! Wretched girl! Now that you don’t have this old man’s backing, the position of the family head 

is naturally mine!” 

Ye yanmo squinted his eyes and revealed a sinister sneer. 

“Are you my match?” 

Ye Zhilan’s eyes focused, and her whole body was boiling with fighting spirit. 

It was obvious that ye Zhilan was the number one genius of the ye family, and her cultivation had even 

surpassed ye yanmo, her uncle. 

That was why ye Hongtian was so optimistic about ye Zhilan and made her the young master. 

“I’m no match for you, but with granny ghost here, how much of a wave can you make?” Ye yanmo 

laughed in disdain and took two steps back. 

“Leave it to me!” 

At this moment, the ugly old woman who was impersonating si Jingan laughed sinisterly. She stared at 

ye Zhilan like a venomous snake. 

It was obvious that granny ghost’s strength was above ye Zhilan. 

Seeing this, ye linyun also laughed.”Hahaha! Ye Zhilan! You little bitch! Who asked you to snatch my 

position as young master! Who asked you to steal my limelight! Today, you will die without a burial 

place!” 

Ye Zhilan pursed her lips and probed,”Since I’m going to die, can you let me die with an explanation?” 

“Of course you can!” 

Ye Yanming raised his chin, as if he was in control of the situation.”Granny ghost is a first-class assassin 

of the reverse moon, and she’s a two-star Saint King! I invited her here with the intention of killing this 

old man after the southern region martial arts competition!” 

“Why did you wait until after the southern region martial arts competition?” Ye Zhilan asked again. 

 it’s simple. Before the southern region martial arts competition, all the forces will gather in the 

southern region. It’s a mess. If I kill the old man first, I’m afraid I won’t be able to hold the fort and 

others will target me!  ye yanmo sneered. 

“Shameless!” 

Ye Zhilan clenched her teeth and said with disdain, ” “You already know how much you’re worth, and 

you also know that you can’t protect the ye family. Why do you still want to snatch the position of the 

family head?” 

Ye yanmo snorted coldly with a shameless scoundrel expression on his face.”Hmph! I’m the eldest son 

of the ye family! The position of the family head should be mine! Even if the ye family is going to be 

destroyed, it will be in my hands!” 



 

 just for the position of the family head, you actually hired someone to kill your biological father!  Ye 

Zhilan’s eyes were burning with anger. 

“Alright, stop talking nonsense!” 

Ye Lingyun urged impatiently,”ghost granny, quickly cripple this little b * tch!” I want to beat her up with 

my own hands! Hehe! I, ye Lingyun, am the young master of the ye family. I’m going to beat up this 

number one genius! Hahaha …” 

“No! She must be killed by me!” 

Granny ghost laughed greedily,”I didn’t kill ye Hongtian, so I’ll kill this little girl to pay for it!” In short, I 

won’t refund a single cent of the bounty!” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

As soon as she finished speaking, granny ghost blasted out a burst of Saint Qi at ye Zhilan. 

The gap between their cultivation levels had caused this battle to have no suspense at all. 

Granny ghost’s Saint Origin Energy was enough to kill ye Zhilan. 

“BOOM!” 

However, at this moment, another burst of Golden Saint Origin Energy suddenly burst out in the void. 

The Saint Origin Energy dispersed granny ghost’s attack and then pressed down on her. 

 three … Three … Three stars Saint King!!!  

Granny ghost couldn’t believe it, screaming hysterically, ”  ye Hongtian is not dead!!!  

It was obvious that there was only one three star Saint King in the entire ye family. 

He was ye Hongtian, the clan head. 

Furthermore, the color and attributes of the Saint Qi were exactly the same. This attack was 

undoubtedly from ye Hongtian. 

“Rumble …” 

In the next moment, the Saint Origin Energy crushed down. 

The absolutely crushing power instantly shattered granny ghost’s body. 

At the same time, a small part of the Power’s aftermath had also seriously injured ye yanmo and ye 

Lingyun. 

“How … How did this happen …” 

Under ye yanmo and ye Lingyun’s shocked gazes, two primordial spirits gradually emerged. 

They were Chen Xiaobei and ye Hongtian’s primordial spirits. 
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 “Woof! Whoosh!” 

Chen Xiaobei and ye Hongtian’s primordial spirits had returned to their bodies. 

Then, the two of them stood up from the ground and wiped off the blood of the spirit beasts on their 

faces and bodies. 

“Swish!” 

In the next moment, ye Hongtian released another burst of Saint Qi and captured granny ghost’s 

primordial spirit. 

Just now, ye Hongtian had personally taken action and could have completely killed granny ghost. 

However, ye Hongtian had deliberately restrained his power and left granny ghost’s seriously injured 

primordial spirit behind. 

“Speak! Where did Jing ‘an go?” 

Ye Hongtian was furious. His eyes seemed to be burning with anger. 

Obviously, this was the reason why ye Hongtian had shown mercy. 

Since the fake si Jingan was hiding in the ye family, only granny ghost knew where the real si Jingan was. 

 si Jingan is still here … Still alive … Spare my life. I’ll take you to her …  

Granny ghost was completely terrified. Her voice was trembling, and she didn’t seem to be lying. 

“Swish!” 

With a thought, ye Hongtian sealed granny ghost’s primordial spirit. 

After that. 

Ye Hongtian looked at ye yanmo and ye Lingyun. 

At the same time, ye yanmo and ye Lingyun also looked over. 

When they saw the sneer on Chen Xiaobei’s face, they suddenly realized that this was all part of Chen 

Xiaobei’s plan. 

That was because ye yanmo’s plan was perfect, and granny ghost had never revealed any flaws. 

Therefore, ye Hongtian and ye Zhilan would never have any suspicions, let alone come up with the idea 

of playing dead. 

Because of this, ye yanmo had never suspected that they were pretending to be dead. 

Now that ye yanmo’s plan had been exposed, Chen Xiaobei must have seen through it. 

Chen Xiaobei must have been the one who had planned this. 
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Ye yanmo was puzzled and could not help but ask, ” “My plan was flawless. How did you see the flaw?” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled. 

In fact, ye yanmo’s plan was flawless, and even Chen Xiaobei could not see through it. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had a pair of chaotic Holy eyes that could peer into space. 

Although ye yanmo’s plan was flawless, he would never have thought that a pair of cheat-like eyes 

would completely ruin his plan. 

“Grandpa … Have mercy … Have mercy …” 

Compared to ye yanmo, ye Lingyun was a complete and utter good-for-nothing, cowardly and cowardly. 

Ye linyun didn’t want to know what was going on. 

At this moment, he only had one thought in his mind, and that was to beg for mercy. 

“Bang Bang Bang …” 

Ye Lingyun kowtowed so hard that he even broke the thick floor tiles. 

“Shut up!” 

Ye Hongtian’s eyes narrowed as he took out a small golden incense burner. 

“Hiss … Hiss …” 

The moment they saw the small incense burner, ye yanmo and ye Lingyun gasped at the same time, 

their faces filled with infinite horror. 

Spare me, Grandpa … Spare me, father …” 

In an instant, ye yanmo and ye Lingyun both started to kowtow desperately. 

In their eyes, the small incense burner was an existence that was countless times more terrifying than 

death. 

“Shut up! You father and son attempted to murder the clan head, that’s disloyal! It was unfilial to kill 

one’s father and grandfather! Disregarding the rise and fall of the clan was unkind! It’s unjust to 

disregard the feelings of Brotherhood!” 

“Disloyal and unfilial!” Ye Hongtian shouted in anger. Unkind and unjust! The two of you are worse than 

animals! Today, I will carry out my family’s rules and seal you all into the Golden sky burning furnace! I’ll 

let your body and primordial spirit suffer the pain of burning every day, and you’ll never be able to free 

yourself!” 

Never to be free! 

These words were like the judgment of the end of the world, causing ye yanmo and ye Lingyun to fall 

into complete despair. 



 

The Golden sky-burning furnace in ye Hongtian’s hand was a three star Saint King weapon. Other than 

being used in battle, it was also the ye family’s most stringent family law. It was even crueler than the 

death penalty. 

That was because after a living person was sealed in the Golden sky burning furnace, they would be 

burned by an extremely intense golden flame day and night. Both their body and mind would suffer an 

extremely painful torture. 

The most important thing was that people would not die in the Golden sky-burning furnace. They would 

be tortured for all eternity until their life was exhausted. 

“Bang Bang Bang … Bang Bang Bang …” 

Ye yanmo and ye Lingyun were kowtowing with all their might. They were drenched in cold sweat and 

were trembling in extreme fear. 

Without a doubt, to them, being sealed in the Golden sky burning furnace meant endless torture. It was 

even more terrifying, harsher, and crueler than death. 

However, the crimes they had committed could not be forgiven. 

Ye Hongtian would not show any mercy. 

“Chi … Chi …” 

With a thought from ye Hongtian, ye yanmo and ye Lingyun were put into the Golden sky-burning 

furnace. 

With their cultivation, there was no other way for them to escape except for the end of their lifespans. 

In the next few billion years, they would suffer endless torture and regret every evil thing they had 

done. 

“Young master Chen! This old man wants to apologize to you!” 

After keeping the Golden sky-burning furnace, ye Hongtian bowed to Chen Xiaobei. 

Without Chen Xiaobei, ye Hongtian would never have suspected granny ghost. It was only a matter of 

time before she killed him. 

With ye Hongtian’s death, ye Zhilan was destined to be doomed. Soon after, the entire ye clan would 

decline and perish. 

 ha, there’s no need to apologize. I only helped you out of respect for ye Zhilan.  Chen Xiaobei said 

calmly. 

“Many thanks, young master Chen!” 

Ye Zhilan looked at Chen Xiaobei, her beautiful eyes shining brightly. 

To ye Zhilan, Chen Xiaobei had not only protected her, but also her grandfather and the ye family. After 

that, Chen Xiaobei’s words meant that he had given all the credit to ye Zhilan. She would definitely be 

able to secure her position as the young master, and no one would dare to disobey her. 



 

The favor that Chen Xiaobei owed ye Zhilan had been paid off. He had even given ye Zhilan a generous 

amount of interest. 

Naturally, ye Zhilan was overjoyed. Her impression of Chen Xiaobei had improved greatly. 

Chen Xiaobei’s feedback was far from over.”Bring me the Dragon-shaped oil lamp and some of the 

enemy’s primordial spirits. I’ll help your grandfather extend his life!” 

“O-okay!” 

Ye Zhilan’s expression froze for a moment. It was as if she had heard an imperial edict. She immediately 

took action. 

Ye Hongtian’s expression became complicated. He could tell that Chen Xiaobei and ye Zhilan were not a 

couple. He had to find a way to turn the fake into the real one! To have a grandson-in-law like Chen 

Xiaobei was an invaluable opportunity for ye Zhilan and the entire ye family. 
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Soon, ye Zhilan found a few hundred death row prisoners from the ye family’s prison cell. 

He destroyed their physical bodies and trapped their primordial spirits before bringing them to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

 I don’t think these few hundred primordial spirits are enough …  Chen Xiaobei said. 

Chen Xiaobei had seen ning Tiancheng capture the primordial spirits of billions of people in Fengyan city. 

It was clear that although the yuan Sage’s great incantation of eternal life could bring about extremely 

good effects, the corresponding consumption was also very, very huge. 

“Not enough?” Ye Zhilan’s brows furrowed.  the ye family usually doesn’t kill innocents. These are all the 

primordial spirits I can find … If there’s no other way, I’ll bring people out to hunt demonic beasts now!  

 there’s no hurry. Let’s try and see how many years these primordial spirits can extend my life!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

“Whoosh …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei picked up the Dragon-shaped oil lamp and started to cast the yuan Sage eternal 

incantation. 

The hundreds of primordial spirits were all sucked into the oil lamp. 

The mysterious yin and yang Qi ignited a gray-white mystical flame. 

The flame danced slowly on the oil lamp, emitting a dark and eerie aura. It was as if it could 

communicate with the laws of the netherworld, reverse reincarnation, and break fate. 

“It’s so mysterious …” 
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This was Chen Xiaobei’s first time using the yuan Sage’s great incantation of eternal life. He was amazed 

when he felt the changes in it. 

At the same time, ye Hongtian and ye Zhilan were dumbfounded. This was the first time they had seen 

such a spell. They were truly amazed. 

However, no one noticed that granny ghost, who had been sealed off to the side, had a complicated 

look in her eyes. She was surprised, surprised, suspicious, and finally, a hint of murderous intent. 

It was obvious that granny ghost recognized the yuan Sage great curse. 

However, she remained silent, so no one noticed her abnormal expression. 

“Whoosh …” 

Soon, the hundreds of primordial spirits all gathered below the flame. 

Like lamp oil, these primordial spirits supported the pale flame to burn continuously. 

Then, an even more bizarre aura spread out, as if the flame was the fire of the apocalypse, the original 

sin that turned the world into hell! 

It was as if there were countless vengeful souls wailing, struggling, and despairing … 

“Hiss … Hiss …” 

In an instant, ye Hongtian and ye Zhilan could not help but gasp. They were deeply shocked by this 

terrifying aura and even felt suffocated. 

“Shua shua shua! Whoosh! Whoosh!” 

As the yuan Sage eternal curse continued to operate, the pale flame began to emit nine strange 

shadows. Like a strange rune, they rotated and merged into ye Hongtian’s immortal soul. 

The entire process of casting the spell only came to an end when the hundreds of primordial spirits had 

all disappeared. 

 it’s done. Elder ye can sense for yourself how much your lifespan has increased!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Alright!” 

Ye Hongtian squinted his eyes and started to comprehend. 

Lifespan was originally an invisible, intangible, and ethereal number. 

However, Saint Kings had the ability to communicate and sense the laws of the great path. Although 

they could not control the laws of the great path, they could still communicate and sense it. 

Therefore, ye Hongtian only needed to communicate with the laws of the underworld to know how long 

he would live. 

“Three hundred years! This old man’s lifespan has really been extended by three hundred! Young 

master Chen! You’re simply too godly!” 



 

Ye Hongtian exclaimed in excitement. 

He did not believe that Chen Xiaobei could extend his life. Even if he could, he would not be able to 

extend it for long. 

And now, Chen Xiaobei had extended his life by 300 years. 

This was far beyond ye Hongtian’s expectations. 

It was a super surprise. 

One must know that he had only used up about 300 primordial spirits. With ye Hongtian’s ability, it 

would be a piece of cake to get trillions of primordial spirits. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei could extend his life by a trillion years. 

Just thinking about it made ye Hongtian’s scalp tingle and he trembled with excitement. 

“Many thanks, young master Chen! Please accept Zhilan’s bow!” 

Ye Zhilan knew that Chen Xiaobei could extend ye Hongtian’s life. She immediately bowed deeply to 

Chen Xiaobei. 

Without a doubt, from this moment on, ye Hongtian and ye Zhilan had been completely convinced by 

Chen Xiaobei. 

In their hearts, Chen Xiaobei’s status had skyrocketed to the top of the Holy altar. 

In their hearts, he was like a Supreme divine ancestor. 

“Alright, don’t stand on ceremony.” 

 think of a way to find more primordial spirits, ” Chen Xiaobei said.  before the southern region martial 

arts competition ends, I’ll help elder ye extend his life one more time. Then, I’ll probably leave the 

southern region.  

“Many thanks, young master Chen!” 

Ye Hongtian and ye Zhilan were grateful from the bottom of their hearts. They bowed to Chen Xiaobei 

again. 

“Oh right, I have a question that I don’t quite understand.” 

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei asked.  is there really no divine item or pill that can extend one’s life in a place like 

the heavenly Saint land? ” 

Obviously, in Pangu world, both the peaches of immortality and the ginseng fruit could extend one’s life 

without any side effects. There were also many pills that could extend one’s life, but these pills would 

bring some serious side effects. 

As a higher realm countless times more advanced than Pangu world, was there nothing in the 

otherworldly Saint realm that could extend one’s life? 

“Of course there is, and there’s more than one type!” 



 

 for the Holy region, there were three kinds of life-extending sacred objects that had no side effects in 

the past, ” ye Zhilan said.  they are the eternal Bodhi fruit, the blood of the infinite Holy beast, and the 

abyssal ice marrow!  

“However, the eternal Bodhi tree was completely taken away by the people of the heavenly sanctuary, 

not even a seed was left for the earth Sanctuary! The boundless Saint Beast had also been hunted down 

and killed until it was almost extinct. It had not appeared again for tens of billions of years! The abyssal 

ice marrow is produced in the abyssal Black Sea. Finding it is like finding a needle in a haystack!” 

 I see …  Chen Xiaobei finally understood. 

The eternal Bodhi tree was similar to the peach tree of immortality. There were only a few of them in 

the entire earth-Holy region. If the heavenly-Holy region took them away, it would be like how Chen 

Xiaobei took away the entire Peach Garden. 

The infinite Saint Beast was like a ginseng fruit tree. There were few of them, and after they were 

‘plucked’ by someone, they would not appear again for a short period of time. 

The production of the abyssal ice marrow was also very low. After it was produced, it would drift along 

with the sea water. The possibility of finding it in the vast ocean was almost zero. 

That was why ye Hongtian could not use these sacred objects that had no side effects to extend his life. 

“Then what about the medicinal pill?” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and asked, ” “Are there no longevity-extending pills with less side 

effects? It can’t be that you can’t even find the medicinal pills, right?” 
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 I do have pills, but after my grandfather takes them, there will only be side effects. His life will not be 

extended!  

Ye Zhilan said, ” this might be related to the demonic technique that grandfather is cultivating. Anyway, 

we’ve tried all the medicinal pills that could be tried. None of them were effective!  

“What kind of mo skill is that?” Chen Xiaobei asked curiously. 

“Are you interested, young master Chen?” 

Ye Hongtian took out a black skull-shaped Jade tablet and handed it to Chen Xiaobei.  “That demonic 

technique is recorded in this Jade token. It’s called the” demonic life incantation “!” 

“Let me see!” Chen Xiaobei took the Jade token and injected his spirit into it to communicate with it. 

Then, the demonic life burning art was directly transferred into Chen Xiaobei’s mind. 

“Young master Chen! You can take a look, but you must not cultivate it!” 
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Ye Hongtian hurriedly said,”I was tricked by this demonic technique. My life was almost burned out, but 

my cultivation didn’t improve at all!” If you cultivate, you’ll just be like me, wasting your life!” 

“Don’t worry! I’ll take a look!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly read through the contents of the technique. The more he read, the more 

complicated his expression became. 

It was as if Chen Xiaobei had known about this demonic skill for a long time. 

Very quickly, Chen Xiaobei was done reading. 

“Elder ye, you don’t even understand the core of the matter!” 

“This skill belongs to the Holy Spirit!” Chen Xiaobei said. One had to possess a Holy Spirit to be able to 

cultivate! You’re a human and only have a primordial spirit. If you forcefully cultivate it, you’ll naturally 

burn your lifespan and not increase your cultivation!” 

“What? This … This is the cultivation technique of the Holy Spirit race?” “There’s no such thing as” Holy 

Spirit “in this technique …” Ye Hongtian was dumbfounded. 

 even though there is no ‘Holy Spirit’ in it, many of the operations and energy circulation have to be 

done through the Holy Spirit. Those who don’t understand it will use their primordial spirit to train it, 

but those who do will be able to see through it!  

 how does young master Chen know so much about the divine Spirit clan? ” Ye Zhilan’s eyes were filled 

with curiosity. She even looked at Chen Xiaobei with admiration. 

“I have a deep relationship with the Holy Spirit clan, so I naturally know more about them.” Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei was so familiar with the Holy Spirit was because he had once used his 

formless chaotic body to devour some real Holy Spirits, which then gave birth to a variant Holy Spirit. 

On top of that, Chen Xiaobei had the scholar’s heart, which made it easy for him to draw inferences and 

make new inferences. 

Based on the characteristics of the variant Sacred Spirit, he could determine the nature of the dark 

Demon burning lifespan art. 

Ye Hongtian sighed,”I was so focused on improving my strength that I forgot the most basic things! The 

opportunity must be matched with a corresponding Foundation, otherwise, it may not bring benefits!” 

Obviously, ye Hongtian had finally understood something. 

Any opportunity had to be matched with a corresponding Foundation. 

If one didn’t have a strong enough Foundation, one might not be able to tell even if an opportunity was 

placed in front of them. 

If one didn’t have enough Foundation, even if they knew of some kind of opportunity, they might not be 

able to keep it. 



 

If one didn’t have enough Foundation, good opportunities would be used wrongly, and it would bring 

bad results. 

“Young master Chen’s Foundation is truly unfathomable! Zhilan is full of admiration!” 

Ye Zhilan understood ye Hongtian’s reasoning. 

Although Chen Xiaobei was young, he had far more experience than ye Hongtian. 

Of course, ye Zhilan admired Chen Xiaobei from the bottom of her heart. 

In just a short while, ye Zhilan’s gaze at Chen Xiaobei had changed several times. 

From gratitude to worship, from worship to admiration, and at this moment, other than admiration, ye 

Zhilan’s eyes were filled with admiration. 

“There’s no point in you keeping this cultivation technique, so I’ll keep it.” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“If young master Chen likes it, feel free to take it!” “Other than this cultivation technique, I would like to 

reward you handsomely. Is there anything you would like?” ye Hongtian asked. This old man will 

definitely do his best to satisfy you!” 

After he finished speaking, ye Hongtian glanced at ye Zhilan. 

It was as if he was saying that even if young master Chen took a fancy to his precious granddaughter, he 

would be willing to give her to him. 

 alright, I’ll just take this cultivation technique. I don’t need any other compensation.  Chen Xiaobei 

shrugged. 

However, in reality, the level of this Dark Demon burning longevity art wasn’t low. It had already 

reached the level of a peak-stage Saint King. 

Furthermore, there was a secret hidden behind this cultivation technique. 

If it was an ordinary person, even if they had learned the cultivation technique, they would not be able 

to understand the profoundness within. 

But Chen Xiaobei had an extraordinary opportunity. 

This opportunity was one of the gay men who was still sealed in Pangu space, Dongfang Yunsheng. 

Dongfang Yunsheng was obsessed with all kinds of opportunities. 

After he was caught by Chen Xiaobei, all the uncrying opportunities in his possession were taken by 

Chen Xiaobei. 

And among these opportunities, there was one that corresponded to this Dark Demon burning longevity 

art. 

By combining the two, he would be able to unlock the ultimate secret of this opportunity. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei did not want any other reward. The demonic life burning art was enough for 

him. 



 

Moreover, with Chen Xiaobei’s current strength and wealth, ye Hongtian could not offer anything that 

would catch Chen Xiaobei’s eye. 

 since young master Chen has said so, I won’t force you …  ye Hongtian rolled his eyes and said hurriedly, 

” “Zhilan, accompany young master Chen well. Stay in Hong Tian city for the next few days and choose 

the best food, drinks, and entertainment. Don’t neglect young master Chen!” 

Obviously, ye Hongtian was determined to win Chen Xiaobei over. The best result would be that Chen 

Xiaobei and his precious granddaughter could be a couple. If that was the case, ye Hongtian would be 

woken up from his sleep with laughter. 

“No!” 

However, at this moment, ye Zhilan gave a negative answer.  I can’t accompany young master Chen 

because I have to go with grandfather to save grandma si!  

It was obvious that ye Zhilan was a filial child. She would never forget her family’s elders for her own 

matters. 

At this moment, although the mole in the ye family had been removed, si Jing ‘an was still under granny 

ghost’s control. 

If they didn’t rescue si Jingan, ye Zhilan and ye Hongtian wouldn’t be at ease. 

So, even though ye Zhilan wanted to be with Chen Xiaobei, she could not just let herself be. After all, she 

was the young master of the ye family and she had to be more selfish than selfish. 

“You don’t have to accompany me. I don’t have time to eat, drink, and play.” Chen Xiaobei was smart 

enough to see through ye Zhilan’s thoughts.  “As for you guys, if you need my help to save someone, I 

can go with you!” 

“There’s no need to trouble Childe Chen. There’s nothing in Hong Tian city that I can’t handle!” Ye 

Hongtian was very confident. 
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 alright, I’ll take my leave then. See you at the martial arts competition.  

Chen Xiaobei looked at granny ghost before he left. He had a feeling that things were not as simple as 

they seemed. 

After all, granny ghost was an assassin of the reverse moon. 

When he was in Holy Dragon City, Chen Xiaobei had dealt with the other assassins of the reverse moon. 

He knew how powerful this assassin group was. 

Moreover, this killer organization had a special characteristic. 

Even if one killer failed, there would be more killers coming until the mission was completed. 
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Most importantly, the killer of the reverse moon had extraordinary means. 

The assassin from the reverse moon that Chen Xiaobei had encountered before had a power that could 

corrode the body of a high-leveled cultivator, and even solid magical equipment. 

But this time, apart from her human skin mask and acting skills, granny ghost didn’t seem to have any 

other outstanding qualities. 

Chen Xiaobei had a feeling that something was wrong. 

However, it was only a feeling. There was no concrete evidence. 

Ye Hongtian was very confident that he could handle the situation. Chen Xiaobei could not embarrass 

him, so he left first. 

She hoped that her feelings were wrong. That way, they would be able to save si Jingan. 

They left the Imperial City. 

Chen Xiaobei found a place with no one around. 

“Swish!” 

The pan Saint devouring Dao axe split open the pan Saint space. 

Chen Xiaobei flew in. 

At this moment, Dongfang Yunsheng and situ yanglong were both sealed by countless chains. With their 

strength, they would never be able to break free. 

Two Holy emperors had been turned into prisoners by Chen Xiaobei. It was a spectacular sight. 

At this moment. 

Situ Longyang’s Saint Soul had shrunk a little, but it gradually revealed its human form. 

Hongjun had gnawed away situ Longyang’s Saint Soul until only one foot was left. In the near future, situ 

Longyang would use this foot to regrow a new Saint Soul. 

“Shut up,” he said. Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste his breath on them. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei would not let them go. 

Once the two Saint emperors were released, it would be like releasing a Tiger back into the mountain. 

“Swish!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out a white skull Jade tablet from Dongfang Yunsheng’s inventory. 

This skull Jade plate looked exactly the same as the one ye Hongtian gave him. 

“Ka!” 

Chen Xiaobei put the two Jade tokens together and they merged perfectly into one. 



 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Seeing this scene, Dongfang Yunsheng was dumbfounded.  “Young master! Where did you find the black 

skeleton jade pendant? This … This is an ancient opportunity for the Holy Spirit tribe!” 

“Shut up!” 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei knew that this was an opportunity, so he did not want to waste his breath on 

Dongfang Yunsheng. 

Chen Xiaobei also knew that this opportunity was closely related to the demonic life incantation. 

“Whoosh …” 

After the two Jade tablets were combined, Chen Xiaobei released his spiritual energy again to 

communicate with it. 

This time, the content that was sent back to Chen Xiaobei’s mind was not just the demonic life burning 

art. 

At the same time, there was also an extremely special mental cultivation method. 

After this mental cultivation method was matched with the dark Demon burning longevity art, it formed 

a completely new cultivation method. 

 Dark Demon infinite lifespan great curse “! 

 there’s … There’s such a cultivation technique!?  

Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded when he saw the effects of the skill. 

Never in his dreams did he expect that this technique could burn one’s lifespan to give birth to a special 

ability called the infinite Holy Spirit. 

This ability could infinitely devour the lifespan of others. 

This was extremely terrifying. 

It was even more terrifying than the great Yuan Sage eternal curse of the heavenly Dao. 

This was because the yuan Sage great eternal curse could only increase one’s lifespan by one year by 

refining a Yuan spirit. 

On the other hand, the demon’s infinite lifespan curse could devour other people’s lifespans. There was 

no upper limit, and there was no loss. 

This was extremely terrifying! 

For example, the yuan Sage’s great curse of eternal life could only increase one’s lifespan by a trillion 

years. 

As for the demon’s infinite lifespan curse, as long as it devoured the life of a saint King, it could gain 

trillions of years of life. 



 

They were two completely different concepts. 

The most important thing was that the demonic infinite lifespan mantra could be used in conjunction 

with the demonic life incantation. After devouring other people’s lifespans, one could burn these 

lifespans to improve one’s own cultivation. 

This was like a virtuous cycle. Under the condition of ensuring one’s eternal life, one could constantly 

improve their cultivation. 

However, there was a huge problem with this cultivation technique! 

Only the Holy Spirit race could cultivate it. 

Although Chen Xiaobei had a mutant Holy Spirit, it was only a special ability derived from the formless 

chaotic celestial body. It was not a real Holy Spirit. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei could only consume lifespan and not strengthen his own cultivation. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was being carried by his primordial spirit. 

If he were to forcefully increase his cultivation, he might end up like ye Hongtian. He would burn a large 

amount of his lifespan while his cultivation remained stagnant. 

Of course, as long as he could devour his lifespan, it was already very, very satisfying. 

After all, an adequate lifespan could also give Chen Xiaobei extremely powerful strength. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei then started to cultivate. 

With Chen Xiaobei’s current learning ability, he was able to perfectly integrate the two skills after just 

one look. 

“Let’s try these two first!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes locked onto Dongfang Yunsheng. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Chen Xiaobei summoned a black and a white skeleton. They were burning with black-grey Mystical Fire 

and flew towards Dongfang Yunsheng. 

“Young master Chen! What … What are you doing?” 

Dongfang Yunsheng’s pupils shrank and his eyes trembled. He instantly felt that things were not good. 

“Shua shua shua …” 

Chen Xiaobei ignored him. The two skeletons, one black and one white, flew toward Dongfang Yunsheng 

and started to circle him. 

“What … What’s going on?” 



 

In the beginning, Dongfang Yunsheng did not feel that anything was wrong. He did not feel anything 

strange at all. 

However, as time passed, Dongfang Yunsheng gradually turned from a young and handsome man to a 

middle-aged man. 

“It’s lifespan! Brother Sheng! He’s stealing your life!” 

Situ yang long immediately shrieked, his voice filled with endless fear. 

 is … Is this the opportunity of the black and white skeleton Jade token? ” 

Dongfang Yunsheng was stunned on the spot. His obsession with opportunities made him not care 

about his life at all. Instead, he stared at the two skulls around him. 

As time continued to pass, Dongfang Yunsheng’s hair and beard turned white and he became old like a 

candle in the wind. He was like an old man who could die at any time. 
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“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei kept the black and white skeletons. He had probably left Dongfang Yunsheng a few 

hundred years to live, so he did not kill him. 

After all, Dongfang Yunsheng was a Saint Emperor and might have other uses in the future. 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation Level: Intermediate five stars Saint King. Lifespan: One universe year! 

Before this, Chen Xiaobei’s lifespan was only 10 million trillion years. Now, it had changed into a unit of 

counting. 

This was probably the average lifespan of Saint emperors. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei could sense that this amount of lifespan could allow the ancestral Saint 

nine transformations to enter the pseudo realm of one star divine Emperor, and it could last for about 

30 seconds! 

This was very terrifying! 

With Chen Xiaobei’s many abilities and trump cards, once he reached the early stage of one star divine 

Emperor, he would be able to challenge a peak one star divine Emperor. 

If Chen Xiaobei could master the one character Saint destroyer curse to a higher level, he could even 

defeat a two star divine Emperor. 

Furthermore, as Chen Xiaobei’s understanding of the one character Holy extermination curse increased, 

he could fight opponents four levels higher than him, all the way until he reached the peak of the divine 

Emperor realm. 
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This was because the one word Saint destroyer curse was only a peak Saint Emperor cultivation 

technique. It was unparalleled in higher realms. 

“Again!” 

Chen Xiaobei then directed the black and white skeleton to Dongfang yanglong. 

As the two skeletons continued to spin, Dongfang Yang Long’s lifespan was also quickly transferred into 

Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation Level: Intermediate five stars Saint King. Lifespan: Two universe years! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could enter the pseudo-realm of a one star divine Emperor for as long as a 

minute. 

“Alright, you two can stay here by yourself.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and left the Pangu dimension. 

 right now, I’ve already prepared many powerful trump cards. The chaotic sacred eyes, the one-word 

Saint-slaying curse, the ultimate form of the Holy abyss, the nine changes of the ancestral Saints, and 

the Saint devouring axe!  

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei thought to himself.  the most powerful trump card should be the power of 

the 30 drops of heavenly marrow!  

The heaven Drop marrow was the essence of the Saint Pan’s heritage power! 

From invisible energy, it condensed into a tangible body of energy. It could also be said to be the 

physical form of energy! 

Ordinary power was invisible and formless! 

The power that was further sublimated would reveal a Dharma! 

And a more powerful force would blast out a physical object! The heavenly marrow drop was one of the 

countless physical objects! 

The power of the 30 drops of heavenly marrow was above that of a peak true Saint and almost 

destroyed the Saint devouring Dao axe. It could be said that he was invincible under two star divine 

Emperor. 

This power was almost equal to the nine ancestral Saints transformation. 

However, there was a time limit to the ancestral Saint nine transformations, while the power of the 

heaven Drop marrow could be used continuously. 

Of course, the price of using it was that Chen Xiaobei’s mental power would be severely overdrawn. He 

could only use it when he was sure to win in one hit. Otherwise, once Chen Xiaobei fainted, he would be 

dead. 



 

 although the ‘life’ word of the one word Saint destroyer curse has increased my spiritual power by a 

trillion times, I’ll still be severely exhausted after activating 30 drops of heavenly marrow. It seems like 

I’ll have to continue studying the ‘life’ word and increase my spiritual power!  

“Also, there are still 700 levels of the eight trigrams Dragon prison tower that have yet to be opened. 

With my current mental power, I should be able to clear all of them in one go!” At that time, we might 

have a chance to save Fuxi!” 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei had three peak one star divine Emperor’s energy. 

As for the energy in the eight trigrams Dragon trapping tower, he had already become indifferent to it. 

However, there was an important treasure in every hundred levels. 

These things might be of great help to Chen Xiaobei. 

 however, the treasures in the eight trigrams Dragon trapping tower are mostly related to weapon 

refinement. They don’t significantly improve my combat strength. So, I’d better comprehend the realm 

of the ‘life’ character first …  he thought. 

One had to know that Fuxi’s strongest treasure was only a Seven Star Saint King weapon, and it was 

damaged when he tried to merge with the heaven Drop marrow. 

Therefore, the treasures in the eight trigrams Dragon trapping tower would not be able to increase 

one’s combat strength. 

The southern region martial arts competition was only six days away, and Chen Xiaobei had to increase 

his strength as much as possible. 

“Whoosh …” 

After returning to the Meru space, Chen Xiaobei released a massive amount of energy. 

At the same time, he began to use the one word Saint destroyer curse. 

The last time, Chen Xiaobei had to consume a three star Holy King’s energy to understand the ‘life’ 

character. 

In fact, he had not even reached the first level of the word ‘life’. 

The one word Saint destroyer curse had nine words, and each word had nine levels. Each level 

corresponded to a level of the Saint Emperor. 

One could imagine that even if he wanted to reach the early stage of the first level of the “life” word, he 

would need to use up an entire peak one star Saint Emperor Saint vein. 

Moreover, the cultivation process would be very slow. 

Chen Xiaobei summoned Tengen breath and xuanyong Feiyan from the spirit storage space and asked 

them to take turns to activate the divine sunlight cache. 

Chen Xiaobei started to cast the one character Saint-killer curse under the accelerated time. 



 

Every time he completed a large circulation, he would consume a vast amount of energy. 

The size of the word “life” would also be slightly larger. 

Three days later. 

Chen Xiaobei had spent a very long time in the sunlight domain. He had used the one word Saint-killer 

curse hundreds of millions of times. 

At this moment, the word “life” had become the size of a star. 

“I’ve finally reached the first realm!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face lit up with an excited smile.  “My spiritual power has increased by another trillion 

times on top of that! This way, when I activate the 30 drops of heavenly marrow, I won’t have to use up 

my mental energy! If my spiritual power continues to increase, I can even activate it multiple times!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very satisfied with this result. 

With the heavenly marrow drop and the ancestral Saint nine transformations, as long as no two star 

divine emperors appeared, wuchen Xiaobei would be able to do whatever he wanted in the southern 

region meet. 

At this moment, the Tengen breath and xuanyong Feiyan’s life was almost at the end. Chen Xiaobei had 

sealed them up. He might meet their family in the martial arts competition, so he might be able to use 

them as chess pieces. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei returned to the real world. 

As soon as he came out, his communication rune rang. 

It was a message from ye Zhilan. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation had lasted for three days and three nights. On the first day, 

ye Zhilan had sent him a message, but Chen Xiaobei did not receive it. Ye Zhilan then sent him more 

messages. 

The content of the information was basically the same. 

Ye Hongtian was in danger and needed Chen Xiaobei’s help. 

“As expected, something has happened …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows furrowed. When ye Zhilan and ye Hongtian were about to save si Jingan, Chen 

Xiaobei had already felt that something was wrong. 

He didn’t expect that he would be right. 

Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate. He followed the address that ye Zhilan had sent him, stepped on the void, 

and descended. 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned when he saw the man. 
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4279 I’ll admit defeat if you can withstand it! 

This was a Castle floating in the air, surrounded by dark clouds. The Black City walls looked particularly 

gloomy and solemn, giving people an invisible pressure. 

There was a terrifying Saint demon beast at the gate of the castle. 

Its body was like a mountain range that stretched for millions of miles. Its head was like that of an evil 

Dragon with crown-like bone spikes. Its body was covered in blade-like scales, and it had nine claws that 

were like hooks. 

Five star Saint King realm! 

A nine-clawed Bone Dragon! 

It was originally a Saint Beast, a Divine Dragon, but after being contaminated with demonic Qi or 

cultivating demonic techniques, it had mutated into a Saint demonic beast. 

Not only did the Saint demon beast have the innate abilities of a Saint Beast, but it also had the 

tyrannical strength of the demon race. 

If a Saint Beast could suppress a human of the same level, then a Saint demon beast could suppress a 

Saint Beast of the same level. They were extremely terrifying and rare. 

And now, such a powerful Holy demon beast was just a guard dog of the castle. 

One could imagine that the owner of the castle must be an extraordinary existence. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei was shocked when he arrived. 

“Who are you?” 

The nine-clawed Bone Dragon’s voice was heavy and majestic. It was like Rolling Thunder that caused 

the space to tremble. 

“My friend has been captured by you. I’m here to save him!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said calmly. 

“You’re here to save people? Do you know what this place is? Don’t tell me it’s you! Since this castle was 

built, nobody had been able to save people out of here!” 

The nine-clawed Bone Dragon looked down at Chen Xiaobei, who was as small as an ant, and said in a 

disdainful tone. 

 I don’t want to waste time talking. Let me see ye Hongtian and ye Zhilan immediately. Otherwise, I’ll 

raze this place to the ground!  

Chen Xiaobei’s voice was calm, but it exuded a terrifying aura. 
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It was as if every word was like a thousand tribulations of lightning, striking the nine-clawed Bone 

dragon’s heart. 

“Your … Your pressure is so terrifying!” 

The nine-clawed Bone Dragon was stunned for a few seconds before it came to its senses.”However, 

your cultivation level is too low. No matter how strong your pressure is, it can’t hurt anyone! You can’t 

even get past me, so what right do you have to speak so arrogantly?” 

“I said, I don’t want to talk nonsense!” Chen Xiaobei’s tone turned cold and his aura became even 

stronger. 

The nine-clawed Bone dragon’s eyes revealed a vast killing intent. The bone spikes and scales on its body 

began to tremble, emitting the sound of an Army and the might of an advanced five star Saint King. 

In its eyes, Chen Xiaobei was just an ant. 

A mere human with only an intermediate five star Saint King cultivation base was not worth mentioning 

to the nine-clawed Bone Dragon, who could crush Saint beasts of the same level. 

In fact, the nine-clawed Bone Dragon was too lazy to even use its full strength. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Following the nine-clawed Bone Dragon’s will, a flurry of blades suddenly burst out from its body. 

These blades all had the power of a late-stage five star Saint King. 

Any one of them could easily kill an intermediate five star Saint King. 

These countless blades were enough to turn an intermediate five star Saint King into dust. They 

wouldn’t even be left behind. 

“Whoosh …” 

But Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time. 

He directly jumped up and with a thought, he cast out a white and bright “life” word like a star rising 

into the sky! 

This huge character glowed with a holy light, causing the entire Castle to change color. 

“BOOM!” 

In an instant, the nine-clawed Bone Dragon’s attack was crushed. 

A few hundred meters away from the word ‘life’, all the force bounced off, not even a single bit landing 

on Chen Xiaobei. 

“What … What kind of power is this? Your cultivation is obviously lower than mine, so why is your 

defense so terrifying?” 



 

The nine-clawed Bone Dragon was dumbfounded, and its pupils shrank. It had never seen such a 

powerful human who could actually defend against the attack of a Saint demon beast that was one 

minor realm higher than him. 

This result had simply surpassed the nine-clawed Bone Dragon’s three views, and it was so shocked that 

its scalp went numb. 

However, it did not know that Chen Xiaobei was not only strong in defense. 

Its attack power could also crush it. 

“Swish!” 

While the nine-clawed Bone Dragon was still in shock, Chen Xiaobei had already taken to the air. 

His speed was so fast that the nine-clawed Bone Dragon could not react in time. 

“BOOM!” 

In an instant, Chen Xiaobei was already in front of the nine-clawed Bone Dragon. He swung his fist and 

landed a heavy blow on the nine-clawed Bone Dragon’s face. 

The scene at this moment was very wonderful. 

Chen Xiaobei was as small as an ant, and his fist was so small that it could be ignored when it landed on 

the Dragon’s face. 

However, in the next moment, the nine-clawed Bone dragon’s head was sent flying. 

The huge force pulled its mountain-like body and sent it flying to the side, falling tens of thousands of 

miles away. 

At this moment, there was a huge bloody hole on its cheek. Its skeleton had completely collapsed and 

caved in. Its skin had also burst open, turning it into a bloody mess. It was a terrible sight. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei did not use his full strength, or else the nine-clawed Bone dragon’s head would 

have exploded. 

“Help … Palace Master, help …” 

The nine-clawed Bone Dragon wailed miserably. Its voice was filled with fear and anxiety. 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei’s power had already made the nine-clawed Bone Dragon feel the threat 

of death. It had no choice but to ask for help. 

Its request also meant that the palace master of the palace had the power to defeat Chen Xiaobei. 

“Swish!” 

Soon, a man in a black robe flew out of the palace and glared at Chen Xiaobei as if he was going to 

swallow Chen Xiaobei alive. 

“You are the palace Master of the reverse Moon Palace?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 



 

“You’re not worthy of seeing the palace Master!” “I’m the palace master’s Chief Protector …” The man 

said indifferently. 

“Don’t talk nonsense! I’m not interested in knowing who you are!” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei cut him off.  hand over my friend now or I’ll charge in and save her. By then, I might 

not be able to keep this Palace!  

“You little brat! A mere intermediate five stars Saint King, who gave you the courage to be so arrogant! 

I’m a Seven Star Saint King, can’t I take care of you?” 

The great Guardian bared his teeth, exuding a pressure as heavy as a mountain. 

At the same time, he also released his Saint Origin Energy, which condensed into countless dark bats, 

covering the entire sky. 

“So what if you’re a seven stars Saint King? No one under two star divine Emperor can take one punch 

from me!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not hide anything and revealed his trump card. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei was strong enough. 

He no longer needed to pretend to be a pig to eat a Tiger. 

He was the real Tiger! 

“Are you crazy? He actually said such brainless words? Do you think you’re a Saint Emperor?” The great 

Guardian said in disdain. 

“You don’t believe me?” Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  take this! If you can take it, I’ll admit defeat!  
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4280 An unexpected situation! 

“You little brat! You’re too arrogant!” 

 the great protector felt humiliated, as if he had been provoked by an ant. This was unbearable. 

“BOOM!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any more time and threw a punch at him. 

The pure white holy light of the Word ‘life’ enveloped Chen Xiaobei’s body, making him look like a god 

who had descended to the mortal world. 

“An idiot who doesn’t know the immensity of heaven and earth! This Lord wants you to turn into ashes 

and smoke, your body and Dao will vanish!” 

The great Guardian was extremely furious. He did not hold back and directly blasted out 100% of his 

strongest power. 
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“Boom boom boom …” 

Following a series of incomparably violent explosions, the power of a seven stars Saint King instantly 

enveloped the world. 

The countless dark bats became incomparably huge. Not only did they cover the entire sky, but they also 

seemed like they were going to devour everything on the ground. 

The extremely terrifying scene and the overbearing pressure would have scared an ordinary five star 

true sage to death without even fighting. 

However, the Grand Guardian did not expect that Chen Xiaobei had cultivated a peak-stage Holy 

Emperor-level one-word Holy-slaying curse! 

The level of this cultivation technique was extremely high, second only to the sacred ancestor level. 

Furthermore, its quality was extremely good. Among cultivation techniques of the same level, it was also 

one of the best. 

Chen Xiaobei had already mastered the first level of the ‘life’ character, which was equivalent to a one 

star divine Emperor. 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei could fight anyone four levels above him, and he was almost certain to 

win. 

As for those above one star divine Emperor, as long as Chen Xiaobei used the nine ancestral Saint 

transformations and the one word Saint destroyer curse, he would be invincible against anyone below 

two star divine Emperor. 

If his understanding of the ‘life’ character continued to increase, Chen Xiaobei would be able to fight 

even higher level divine emperors. 

And now, a mere seven stars Holy King was nothing in Chen Xiaobei’s eyes! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

In an instant, the countless giant dark bats were lit up by the Holy light of the Word ” Life ” and burned 

up, turning into dust and disappearing completely. 

The bat disappeared, and the world returned to its clear state. 

Chen Xiaobei was like a god from the heavens. He descended in front of the great Guardian with an 

unstoppable speed. 

With a muffled sound, the great Guardian was sent flying backward. 

Like a meteorite, he flew tens of thousands of meters away at an extremely fast speed. 

Chen Xiaobei did not kill him, but the great Guardian was still heavily injured. He felt as if his body was 

going to explode, and his body was in excruciating pain. He kept vomiting blood and could not even get 

up. 

 how … How is this possible?!  



 

The nine-clawed Bone dragon’s eyes narrowed as it took in a deep breath of cold air and fell into 

extreme fear. 

“This senior! Who are you? Aren’t you afraid of being laughed at by the world for hiding your cultivation 

and bullying a junior?” 

The great Guardian wailed and asked. 

To the great Guardian, Chen Xiaobei’s intermediate five star Holy King cultivation was just a disguise. 

Chen Xiaobei was hiding his true strength. 

Chen Xiaobei’s actions were despicable. 

Chen Xiaobei only smiled in response. 

In terms of cultivation, Chen Xiaobei was indeed only a five star Holy King Intermediate stage. He did not 

lie to anyone. 

But in terms of trump cards, Chen Xiaobei was not targeting anyone. Everyone in the heavenly sanctuary 

was his stinky little brother. 

“Palace Master! This subordinate is incompetent, so please personally come out and take charge of the 

situation!” 

The great Guardian wailed and wanted to bring out the real big Boss. 

She was the palace Master of the reverse Moon Palace. 

The powerful person behind the scenes who controlled the entire assassin organization of the rebel 

Moon was finally going to appear. 

“Swish!” 

The next moment, a graceful figure in a silver dress floated out of the palace. 

It was a very beautiful woman with a lazy expression. At the same time, she exuded an extremely 

elegant and Noble aura. 

The silver dress fluttered in the wind, magnificent and beautiful. 

This person’s name was Yun niyue, and she was the master of this Palace and the entire moon rebel 

organization. 

“You’re the one who wants to break into the palace to save her?” 

Yun niyue’s bright eyes flickered as she glanced at Chen Xiaobei. Her eyes were indifferent, as if she did 

not take Chen Xiaobei seriously. 

However, when her gaze fell on the star-like Word ” life, ” she suddenly became nervous. The laziness 

on her face was swept away and replaced with unparalleled respect. 

She seemed to recognize the word “Sheng.” 



 

“Palace Master! It’s this stinky brat who injured me and nine claws, you must seek justice for us!” The 

great Guardian started wailing. 

The nine-clawed Bone Dragon also snorted and complained, ” “Palace Master! This brat was too 

detestable! He hid his strength and ambushed us! You must avenge us!” 

Obviously, in their eyes, Yun niyue was a very powerful being. Even if Chen Xiaobei had hidden his 

strength, he would not be able to defeat Yun niyue. 

“Right! I’m here to save someone!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not care about the two defeated opponents and said, ” “I want to take my friends, ye 

Zhilan, ye Hongtian, and an old woman called si Jingan! Otherwise, I’ll destroy you, reverse moon!” 

“Hmph! Little brat! Who Do You Think You Are?”  no!  the great Guardian shouted, ” we, the niyue, have 

never let go of anyone we’ve caught!  

“Not bad!” 

The nine-clawed Bone Dragon also shouted angrily,”with the palace Master here, don’t even think about 

saving him!” You injured us today, so you’re destined to die in the hands of the palace Master. This is 

the dignity of me, ni Yue, that can not be shaken!” 

“Shut up! You two idiots! If you want to die, don’t drag me down with you! I can’t afford to offend this 

young master!” Yun niyue loudly rebuked, her entire person seemed a little nervous. 

“What?” The great Guardian and the nine-clawed Bone Dragon were both stunned. 

This was the first time in their lives that they had seen Yun niyue being apprehensive of someone. 

Could it be that this kid not only hid his strength, but also hid an extremely terrifying background? 

Right! It must be like this! 

Otherwise, how could the great Yun niyue admit defeat? 

Thinking of this, the great Guardian and the nine-clawed Bone Dragon were so scared that they almost 

peed themselves. 

His mouth was tightly shut, and he didn’t even dare to breathe. 

“May I know your name, your honor?” 

Yun niyue immediately flew in front of Chen Xiaobei. She had been so high and mighty just a moment 

ago, but now she was bowing down and lowering her head, looking extremely humble. 

Supreme Lord? 

Not only the Grand Guardian and the nine-clawed Bone Dragon, but even Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

Without a doubt, Yun niyue recognized the one-word Saint destroyer curse. 

To Chen Xiaobei, the one word Saint-killer curse was the biggest secret. It involved the forces of the 

heavenly sanctuary and many other secrets behind the scenes. 



 

If he did, Chen Xiaobei would be killed. 

“You don’t need to know my name. Hand over my people immediately!” Of course, Chen Xiaobei was 

still very calm. 

“Yes, I’ll bring him out now!” Yun niyue didn’t dare to ask any more questions and immediately let him 

go. 


